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Daniel Rich.
Staircase.
Chicago 2015.
Spray paint on paper. 114.3 x 88.3 cm. Courtesy of the artist and Carbon 12 Gallery, Dubai.

Carbon 12 Gallery
GIL HEITOR CORTESAO AND DANIEL RICH: 'ON A BOAT, LOOKING TO LAND'
Two artists featured in one exhibition entitled On a boat, Looking to Land investigate the duality of architecture. Lisbon’s Gil Heitor Cortesao and Germany’s Daniel Rich explore the emotional and political intention behind architectural design and two-dimensional constructs simultaneously hiding and exposing an interior. The exhibition consists of recent works by the two artists that vary between graphic design and realist paintings. The contemporary artworks conjure up images of modernity and serenity in modern architecture.

Until January 7. Carbon 12, Dubai. Tel: +971 43406016. Carbon12dubai.com